Why should you join the Behavioral Science Book Service now?

BECAUSE—it is the time-saving way to keep up with the whole expanding, exciting field.

BECAUSE—it is the money-saving way to acquire the important new, rare, and reference works you'll want to keep.

BECAUSE—members receive the most generous discounts on every book they buy—free bonus books, too!

BECAUSE—you need buy as few as four books a year from the many significant works offered.

BECAUSE—the Behavioral Science Book Service is the oldest, best-known, most respected club in the field.

BECAUSE—we're making this special introductory offer now—

Take any 3 books on this page (Values to $37.25) all for only $1 with your first selection in a short trial membership.

66210. THE PERSON IN PSYCHOLOGY. Gordon Allport. The first complete discussion of the person concept and its implications in the fields of psychology, sociology, and the social science disciplines generally, is a monumental work. $25.00/15.00

65390. FEMININE PSYCHOLOGY. Karen Menzies. Dr. Menzies views human behavior as a function of experience, and she asks: "How are our thinking, feeling, and behavior patterns different from, and the same as, those of men?" $12.95/7.50

72660. THE PSYCHOLOGICAL DIMENSION OF FOREIGN POLICY. James F. Davis. A unique approach to the question of how to negotiate a proper foreign policy decision-making. Beyond his comprehensive analysis of actual historical events, the author offers a theoretical analysis of the factors that influence the political and historical phases of nations. $10.95/6.50

37830. THE CHILDREN OF THE DREAM. Bruce Billingsly. An illustrated history of American children from birth through adolescence depicting with a number of masterpieces their essential, emotional-becoming of a child. Fine reproductions, illustrations for our own baby, the sweety. $12.95/7.50

41890. DEATH IN LIFE. Robert Jay Lifton. Winner of the 1980 DeGolyer Book Award for Non­

68120. THE PERSON IN PSYCHOLOGY. Gordon Allport. The first complete discussion of the person concept and its implications in the fields of psychology, sociology, and the social science disciplines generally, is a monumental work. $25.00/15.00

65390. FEMININE PSYCHOLOGY. Karen Menzies. Dr. Menzies views human behavior as a function of experience, and she asks: "How are our thinking, feeling, and behavior patterns different from, and the same as, those of men?" $12.95/7.50

72660. THE PSYCHOLOGICAL DIMENSION OF FOREIGN POLICY. James F. Davis. A unique approach to the question of how to negotiate a proper foreign policy decision-making. Beyond his comprehensive analysis of actual historical events, the author offers a theoretical analysis of the factors that influence the political and historical phases of nations. $10.95/6.50

37830. THE CHILDREN OF THE DREAM. Bruce Billingsly. An illustrated history of American children from birth through adolescence depicting with a number of masterpieces their essential, emotional-becoming of a child. Fine reproductions, illustrations for our own baby, the sweety. $12.95/7.50

41890. DEATH IN LIFE. Robert Jay Lifton. Winner of the 1980 DeGolyer Book Award for Non­

68120. THE PERSON IN PSYCHOLOGY. Gordon Allport. The first complete discussion of the person concept and its implications in the fields of psychology, sociology, and the social science disciplines generally, is a monumental work. $25.00/15.00

65390. FEMININE PSYCHOLOGY. Karen Menzies. Dr. Menzies views human behavior as a function of experience, and she asks: "How are our thinking, feeling, and behavior patterns different from, and the same as, those of men?" $12.95/7.50

72660. THE PSYCHOLOGICAL DIMENSION OF FOREIGN POLICY. James F. Davis. A unique approach to the question of how to negotiate a proper foreign policy decision-making. Beyond his comprehensive analysis of actual historical events, the author offers a theoretical analysis of the factors that influence the political and historical phases of nations. $10.95/6.50

37830. THE CHILDREN OF THE DREAM. Bruce Billingsly. An illustrated history of American children from birth through adolescence depicting with a number of masterpieces their essential, emotional-becoming of a child. Fine reproductions, illustrations for our own baby, the sweety. $12.95/7.50

41890. DEATH IN LIFE. Robert Jay Lifton. Winner of the 1980 DeGolyer Book Award for Non­